9.84 vs. 9.84: The Battle of Bruny and Bailey by Mureika, J R
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Altitude (m) w: +0:0 m/s +1:0 m/s +2:0 m/s
0 +0:000 s +0:064 s +0:121 s
1000 +0:043 +0:099 +0:149
2000 +0:079 +0:130 +0:174
2234 +0:087 +0:137 +0:180
where A is the cross-sectional area of the sprinter, C
d
is the drag coeÆcient,  the density of the
air, v the sprinter's speed, and w the wind speed. Note the dependence on  and w: the higher
the altitude, the thinner the air, the lower the value of . Likewise, the stronger the tail wind, the
smaller (v w)
2
gets. Hence, both imply a lower overall drag on the sprinter. Since the eect of wind
will vary with altitude, it's reasonable to convert all performances to their sea level equivalent (or 0
metres altitude). The following chart gives a quick indication of the degree to which a 9.72 s sea-level
clocking (assuming reaction is subtracted) will be boosted by diering wind and altitude conditions.
The last row represents the elevation of Mexico City, to give appreciation for the advantage experi-
ence in the 1968 Olympics (the density of air is roughly 76 78% that at sea level, so clearly with the
right tail wind, it's no wonder that the sprints and jumps experienced record-breaking performances).
Plugging the numbers into my model [2], I nd the following quick gures: the altitude+wind
combo for Bailey implies that his race would be equivalent to roughly a 9.719 s (+0:044 s from
just wind; +0:058 s combined). Surin's race would correspond to a 9.720 s century (+0:013 s wind;
+0:014 s combined).
There we have it: instead of 9.84 vs. 9.84, after correcting for reaction time and drag eects,
we end up with 9.720 s vs. 9.719 s. Since exact values of C
d
and A are unknown, their estimation
introduces a degree of uncertainty to any calculation. So, it's certainly not unreasonable to expect
that this could account for a 0.001s discrepancy, implying that Bailey's and Surin's times are eec-
tively indistinguishable!
Thus, whose 9.84 s is faster? According to these preliminary results: they're both the fastest.
But, with two 9.84 s clockings toping the national list, Canada certainly comes out ahead. Perhaps
the 2000 season will shed some denitive light on the individual battle.
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